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" A new equivalent micro-mechanics model is obtained for the estimation of elastic modulus of the composite/concrete.
" Numerical analyses are carried out to obtain the bulk/shear modulus for various volume fractions of aggregates.
" The equations obtained can account for the evolution of interfacial debonding damage between the aggregate and cement.
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a b s t r a c t

A modified equivalent micro-mechanics model, which is considered based on an initial model of an infi-
nite matrix with an inclusion, has been developed for estimation of the elastic modulus of concrete. It is
assumed that aggregate or cement is the inclusion of equivalent model, and elastic modulus of the model
is considered according to the volume fraction of each component. The equations of effective elastic mod-
ulus are obtained based on this equivalent model, which contains volume fractions of aggregates and
voids as its variables. The equations obtained can account for the evolution of interfacial debonding dam-
age between aggregate and cement. The results show that the concrete modulus increases with the
increase of aggregate volume fraction. However, the Poisson’s ratio decreases with the increase of aggre-
gate volume fraction.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The effective elastic modulus of composites that plays an impor-
tant role in the analysis and design of composite materials, has been
studied extensively. Many researches have attempted to estimate
the effective elastic modulus of composites using both analytical
and numerical methods. The concrete is supposed as a two-phase
composite, which has a cement matrix contained aggregates. This
two-phase model is the simplest micro-mechanics model for con-
cretes, and it can provide a reasonable estimation of elastic modu-
lus for concretes [1]. In order to investigate the interface effect on
mechanical properties of concretes, several researchers have devel-
oped a three-phase model for this kind of particulate-reinforced
composite. The three-phase model assumes that concrete is
composed of aggregate, cement matrix, and interfacial transition
zone [2].

The difference between the real value and the estimated value
by two-phase model arose from the fact that the model did not con-

sider interfacial transition zone in concretes. Composite material
models were applied to estimate the elastic modulus of slag con-
crete [3]. A numerical concrete model that adopts three-phase
model and finite element with material discontinuity was proposed
to analyze concrete with complex interface in three dimensions [4].
Interfacial transition zone was modeled as thin shell surrounding
aggregate and the model gave reliable results [5–9]. However, it
is difficult to estimate elastic modulus of the concrete practically
using the three-phase model as its interfacial transition zone is
too thin to be modeled precisely using conventional numerical
methods [10].

In this paper, the effective bulk and shear moduli of the con-
crete have been developed by establishing a link between two
strains: the strain of cement/aggregate and the strain of an equiv-
alent material, of which the modulus is known as the average value
of elastic moduli of the cement and aggregate. In the present study,
the modified micro-mechanics model, which is based on Eshelby’s
equivalent inclusion method and self-consistent method, can ac-
count for the interfacial debonding damage between aggregates
and cement. Numerical analyses were carried out to obtain the
bulk/shear modulus for various volume fractions of aggregates.
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The estimation equations obtained can describe the change rule of
the effective elastic modulus due to debonding damage.

2. Model development

The two key mechanical properties of concrete are presented in
Table 1. Fig. 1a shows the concrete model, which is experiencing
interfacial debonding damage between aggregates and cement.
The concrete contained intact, partially debonded and fully deb-
onded aggregates. As shown in Fig. 1b, a damage model is devel-
oped based on micro-mechanics. The volume fractions of intact
aggregates and voids are indicated as fa and fv, respectively. Here,
f I
a is the initial aggregate volume fraction, and the incremental

deformation process is denoted by df.

2.1. An equivalent model

The model of an infinite cement-matrix with one single aggre-
gate has been chosen as an original model. The elastic modulus
and strains of cement and aggregates are Ec, ec and Ea, ea, respec-
tively as shown in Fig. 2a. According to self-consistent method,
the aggregate is displaced by an equivalent strain �e, and with an
elastic modulus, Ec, which is the same as that of the cement-matrix
as shown in Fig. 2b. In the present work, it was supposed that the

cement is in a same situation as the particles, that is, matrix and
particles are both inclusions of the composite. Thus, a modified
model has been developed as shown in Fig. 2c. For this model, an
equivalent matrix is employed, and its elastic modulus is Ee, which
equals to the average value of the elastic moduli of cement and
aggregates, and is written as Ee = (3Ke,2 Ge). The equivalent strain
due to this equivalent matrix is �ee. Here, the X-area in Fig. 2c
denotes cement or aggregates. The model modified can be used
to obtain the relations between the strains of cement and aggre-
gate and the equivalent strain, separately. The equivalent strain
�ee is written as �ee

mn, and the equations can be written as follows:

dec
mn ¼ Ac � d�ee

mn ð1Þ
dea

mn ¼ Aa � d�ee
mn ð2Þ

where d�ee
mn is the link between dec

mn and dea
mn. There is no need to

study the exact value of d�ee
mn. Ac, Aa is Eshelby tensor of the inclu-

sion, and is given as follows:

Ac ¼
K
Kc

q1
c ;

G
Gc

q2
c

� �
; Aa ¼

K
Ka

q1
a ;

G
Ga

q2
a

� �
ð3Þ

where K and G are the average bulk and shear modulus of the equiv-
alent composite, respectively, and given as follows:

K ¼ f I
c � Kc þ f I

a � Ka; G ¼ f I
c � Gc þ f I

a � Ga ð4Þ

where Kc and Ka are bulk modulus of cement and aggregate, respec-
tively. Gc and Ga are shear modulus of cement and aggregate,
respectively. f I

c and f I
a are the initial volume fraction of cement

and aggregate, respectively, and:

Table 1
Mechanical properties of concrete.

Parameter Cement (matrix) Aggregates (particles)

Young’s modulus (GPa) 28.60 76.80
Poisson’s ratio 0.21 0.16

(a) Concrete damage process   (b) Concrete in model 

(c) Before incremental deformation         (d) After incremental deformation 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations of a concrete in debonding damage and a concrete in micro-mechanics model.
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q1
c ¼

K
Kð1�aÞþaKc

; q2
c ¼

G
Gð1�bÞþbGc

; q1
a ¼

K
Kð1�aÞþaKa

; q2
a ¼

G
Gð1�bÞþbGa

ð5Þ

a¼ 3K
3Kþ4G

; b¼ 6ðKþ2GÞ
5ð3Kþ4GÞ ð6Þ

The equation for dec
mn and dea

mn can be obtained by Eqs. (1) and
(2) as:

dea
mn ¼

Aa

Ac
� dec

mn ð7Þ

where dea
mn ¼ dea

kk;de0amn

� �
;dec

mn ¼ dec
kk;de0cmn

� �
. dec

kk and dea
kk are

hydrostatic strains of cement and aggregates, respectively. de0cmn

and de0amn are deviatric strains of cement and aggregates, respec-
tively. Substituting Eqs. (3), (5) and (6) into Eq. (7), we got:

dea
kk ¼

Kð1� aÞ þ aKc

Kð1� aÞ þ aKa
dec

kk; de0amn ¼
Gð1� bÞ þ bGc

Gð1� bÞ þ bGa
de0cmn ð8Þ

Supposing that

dea
mn

dec
mn
¼ Aa

Ac
¼ A; A ¼ ðA1;A2Þ ð9Þ

then

A1 ¼
Kð1� aÞ þ aKc

Kð1� aÞ þ aKa
; A2 ¼

Gð1� bÞ þ bGc

Gð1� bÞ þ bGa
ð10Þ

2.2. Incremental constitutive relation under progressive debonding
damage

The effective elastic modulus of aggregates can be obtained by
the following equation:

La � dea
mn ¼ ð1� fa � fvÞ � Ec � dec

mn þ fa � Ea � dea
mn ð11Þ

where La ¼ ð3Ka;2GaÞ is the effective elastic modulus of aggregates,
Ec = (3Kc,2Gc) and Ea = (3Ka,2Ga) are the elastic moduli of cement
and aggregates, respectively. Term (1 � fa � fv) denotes the cement
volume fraction. Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (11), the following
equation can be obtained:

La ¼ ð1� fa � fvÞ � Ec � Aþ fa � Ea ð12Þ

Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (12), the bulk and shear
moduli of aggregate can be obtained:

Ka ¼ ½Kð1� aÞ þ aKa� �
1� fa � fv

Kð1� aÞ=Kc þ a
þ fa

Kð1� aÞ=Ka þ a

� �
ð13Þ

Ga ¼ ½Gð1� bÞ þ bGa� �
1� fa � fv

Gð1� bÞ=Gc þ b
þ fa

Gð1� bÞ=Ga þ b

� �
ð14Þ

Based on Hook’s Law, the stress–strain relation of cement and
aggregates can be written as follows:

Ec � dec
mn ¼ drc

mn ð15Þ
Ea � dea

mn ¼ dra
mn ð16Þ

where Ec = (3Kc,2Gc) and Ea = (3Ka,2Ga) are the elastic modulus of
cement and aggregates, respectively, dec

mn ¼ dec
kk; de0cmn

� �
and

drc
mn ¼ drc

kk;dr0cmn

� �
are the strain and stress of cement, and

dea
mn ¼ dea

kk;de0amn

� �
and dra

mn ¼ dra
kk;dr0amn

� �
are the strain and stress

of aggregates, respectively.
The debonding stress of concretes consists of two parts: the cur-

rent stress drmn and the stress ra
mndfa released by aggregates,

which are in the process of debonding. According to Hook’s Law,
the relation between the aggregate stress and the overall stress
of the concrete is written as follow:

La � dea
mn ¼ drmn þ ra

mndfa ð17Þ

where La ¼ ð3Ka;2GaÞ is the effective elastic modulus of aggregates,
drmn ¼ drkk;dr0mn

� �
is the overall stress of concrete, and ra

mn ¼
ra

kk;r0amn

� �
is aggregate stress.

By Eqs. (9) and (15), (16), (17), the relations between the ce-
ment stress and the overall stress of concrete are obtained as
follows:

drc
mn ¼

Ec

LaA
drmn þ ra

mndfa
� �

ð18Þ

Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (18) and turning Eq. (18) into
hydrostatic and deviatric forms:

drc
kk ¼

Kc

KaA1
drkk þ ra

kkdfa
� �

; dr0cmn ¼
Gc

GaA2
dr0mn þ r0amndfa
� �

ð19Þ

where Ka and Ga are defined in Eqs. (13) and (14), respectively.
Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (15), the hydrostatic and deviatric
parts of cement strain can be obtained:

dec
kk ¼

1
3KaA1

drkk þ ra
kkdfa

� �
;

de0cmn ¼
1

2GaA2
dr0mn þ r0amndfa
� �

ð20Þ

By Eqs. (16) and (17), the relations between the aggregate stress
and the overall stress of concrete are obtained as:

dra
kk ¼

Ka

Ka
drkk þ ra

kkdfa
� �

; dr0amn ¼
Ga

Ga

dr0mn þ r0amndfa
� �

ð21Þ

Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (16), the relations between the
aggregate strain and the overall stress of concrete are obtained:

dea
kk ¼

1
3Ka

drkk þ ra
kkdfa

� �
; de0amn ¼

1
2Ga

dr0mn þ r0amndfa
� �

ð22Þ

(a) Original model (b) Self-consistent model (c) A modified model 

Fig. 2. Different micro-mechanics models of a concrete unit.
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With a volume fraction of aggregates debonded completely, a
set of voids arise, then Eq. (2) can be defined as following:

dev
mn ¼ Av � d�emn ð23Þ

where dev
mn is the void strain, and

Av ¼
1

1� a
;

1
1� b

� �
ð24Þ

From Eqs. (1), (2), (8), (23) and (24), the relations between the
strains of cement and voids are as follows:

dev
kk ¼

Kð1� aÞ þ aKc

Kð1� aÞ dec
kk; de0vmn ¼

Gð1� bÞ þ bGc

Gð1� bÞ de0cmn ð25Þ

By Eqs. (20) and (25), the relations between the void strain and
the overall stress of concrete can be defined as follows:

dev
kk ¼

Kð1� aÞ þ aKc

3KaKð1� aÞ
drkk þ ra

kkdfa
� �

;

de0vmn ¼
Gð1� bÞ þ bGc

2GaGð1� bÞ
dr0mn þ r0amndfa
� �

ð26Þ

2.3. Effective bulk and shear moduli of concrete

The overall stress–strain equation of concrete is given as
follows:

demn ¼
1
Lt

drmn þ
1
Lv

ra
mndfa ð27Þ

where drmn and demn are the overall stress and strain of concrete,
Lt ¼ ð3Kt;2GtÞ is the overall effective elastic modulus of concrete,
and Lv ¼ ð3Kv ;2GvÞ is the effective elastic modulus of voids.

Based on Reuss theory, the overall effective modulus Lt can be
written as follows:

1
Lt
¼ ð1� fa � fvÞ �

1
Lc
þ fa �

1
La
þ fv �

1
Lv

ð28Þ

where Lc ¼ ð3Kc;2GcÞ and La ¼ ð3Ka;2GaÞ are the equivalent elastic
modulus of cement and aggregates, respectively. From Eqs. (20)
and (26) the following equations are obtained:

Kc ¼ KaA1; Gc ¼ GaA2 ð29Þ

Kv ¼
3KaKð1� aÞ

Kð1� aÞ þ aKa
; Gv ¼

2GaGð1� bÞ
Gð1� bÞ þ bGa

ð30Þ

By Eqs. (13), (14), and (28), (29), (30), the overall effective bulk
modulus and the overall effective shear modulus of concrete are
obtained:

Kt ¼

ð1� fa � fvÞ � Kc

Kð1� aÞ þ aKc
þ fa � Ka

Kð1� aÞ þ aKa

1� fa � fv
Kð1� aÞ þ aKc

þ fa

Kð1� aÞ þ aKa
þ fv

Kð1� aÞ

ð31Þ

Gt ¼

ð1� fa � fvÞ � Gc

Gð1� bÞ þ bGc
þ fa � Ga

Gð1� bÞ þ bGa

1� fa � fv
Gð1� bÞ þ bGc

þ fa

Gð1� bÞ þ bGa
þ fv

Gð1� bÞ

ð32Þ

2.4. Effective Young’s modulus of concrete

Using Eqs. (31) and (32), the effective Young’s modulus of con-
crete can be obtained:

Et ¼
9KtGt

3Kt þ Gt

ð33Þ

where Kt and Gt are the effective elastic and the shear moduli which
are defined in Eqs. (31) and (32), respectively. According to Eqs.
(31)–(33), the effective Young’s modulus can be written as a func-
tion Et ¼ Etðfa; fvÞ of which the variables are the aggregate volume
fraction fa and the void volume fraction fv. As the debonding damage
occurs, the void volume fraction fv is increased while the aggregate
volume fraction fa decreases. The algebraic increment of function
(fa + fv) remains constant, which equals the initial volume fraction
f I
a of aggregate, in any stage of debonding damage. The effective

Young’s modulus Et ¼ Etðfa; fvÞ turns to Et ¼ Etðf I
a � fv ; fvÞ ¼ EtðfvÞ

with a variable of void volume fraction fv 0 6 fv 6 f I
a

� �
. Therefore,

the effective Young’s modulus affected by the interfacial debonding
damage can be obtained.

3. Results and discussion

In the work of Togho et al. [11], to describe the deformation and
the damage of composite in the incremental process, the Eshelby’s
equivalent inclusion method and Mori–Tanaka’s mean field con-
cept were applied for the heterogeneous body containing intact
particles with fp � df, voids with fv, and particles to be debonded
with df. For this incremental deformation, the strain–stress relation
of composite is given as follows:

dekk ¼
1

3Kt
drkk þ

1
3Kv

rp
kkdf ð34Þ

de0mn ¼
1

2Gt
dr0mn þ

1
2Gv

r0pmndf ð35Þ

where

Kt ¼
K0ð1� aÞAh

½ð1� aÞð1� fp � fvÞ þ fv �½K0 þ ðKp � K0Þa� þ K0ð1� aÞfp
ð36Þ

Gt ¼
G0ð1� bÞAv

½ð1� bÞð1� fp � fvÞ þ fv �½G0 þ ðGp � G0Þb� þ G0ð1� bÞfp
ð37Þ

Kv ¼
K0ð1� aÞAh

K0 þ ðKp � K0Þa
ð38Þ

Gv ¼
G0ð1� bÞAv

G0 þ ðGp � G0Þb
ð39Þ

and

Ah ¼ ð1� fp � fvÞ½K0 þ ðKp � K0Þa� þ Kpfp ð40Þ
Av ¼ ð1� fp � fvÞ½G0 þ ðGp � G0Þb� þ Gpfp ð41Þ

a ¼ 1
3

1þ m0

1� m0
ð42Þ

b ¼ 2
15

4� 5m0

1� m0
ð43Þ

where Kt and Gt are the overall effective bulk and shear moduli,
respectively, Kv and Gv are the equivalent bulk and shear moduli
of void, respectively, Kp and Gp are the bulk and shear moduli of par-
ticle, K0 and G0 are the bulk and shear moduli of matrix, respec-
tively, fp and fv are the volume fractions of particle and void,
respectively, and m0 is the Poisson’s ratio of matrix.

Table 2 presents the effective elastic modulus of concretes with
different aggregate volume fractions. It can be found from the col-
umns 2, 3, and 5 in Table 2 that the concrete modulus, in all cases,
increases with the increase of aggregate volume fraction. However,
the Poisson’s ratio decreases with the increase of aggregate volume
fraction, as shown in column 4 of Table 2. In practical, there are
many parameters which affect the modulus of elasticity. It is
impossible to include all of the parameters in one model. This
could be the main reason why the values of the modulus of elastic-
ity in Table 2 seem to be somewhat higher.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the effective elastic modu-
lus obtained from the present work and the work of Togho et al.
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[11]. For Fig. 3a and b, the aggregate volume fractions are 0.01,
0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and 0.09, respectively, and for Fig. 3c and d, they
are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, respectively. The solid curves in
Fig. 3 are obtained from the present modified model. Fig. 3a and
c show the effective bulk modulus calculated by Eq. (31), and
Fig. 3b and d present the effective shear modulus calculated by
Eq. (32). The dash lines in Fig. 3 are obtained from the work of Tog-
ho et al. [11]. As shown in Fig. 3, the results obtained from the pres-

ent modified model are higher than those obtained from the work
of Togho et al. [11] in most cases. Note that every single curve de-
scribes the debonding damage effect on concrete effective elastic
modulus. It is shown in Fig. 3 that the difference between the re-
sults from these two works is decreased with the decrease of the
effective elastic modulus.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the effective Young’s mod-
ulus obtained from the Eq. (33) and the work of Togho et al. [11].
Results obtained from the present modified model are higher than

Table 2
Calculated Effective Elastic Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio of Concrete.

Aggregate volume
fraction fa

Bulk modulus
Kt (GPa)

Shear modulus
Gt (GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio �mt

5 17.09 12.41 0.20
10 17.80 13.04 0.20
15 18.56 13.72 0.20
20 19.36 14.46 0.19
25 20.21 15.24 0.19
30 21.09 16.08 0.18
35 22.02 16.96 0.18
40 23.00 17.89 0.18
45 24.01 18.88 0.18
50 25.06 19.91 0.17
55 26.16 21.00 0.17
60 27.29 22.14 0.17
65 28.46 23.33 0.17
70 29.67 24.57 0.17
75 30.91 25.86 0.17
80 32.19 27.20 0.16

Fig. 3. Relations between effective elastic modulus and aggregate volume fractions.

Fig. 4. Relation between effective Young’s modulus and initial aggregate volume
fractions.
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those obtained from the work of Togho et al. [11] in most cases.
Note that every single curve describes the debonding damage ef-
fect on concrete effective elastic modulus. It is shown in Fig. 4 that
the difference between the results from these two works is de-
creased with the decrease of the effective elastic modulus.

Fig. 5 presents the relation between the effective Young’s mod-
ulus defined by Eq. (33) and the initial aggregate volume fractions.
The initial volume fractions f I

a are 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, . . ., 0.75,
0.8, which can be written as a function f I

a ¼ 0:05 � c ðc ¼ 1;
2;3; . . . ;16Þ. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the results obtained
from the present modified model are higher than those obtained
from the work of Togho et al. [11] in all the cases. However, they
are closer, and the difference between these two works is de-
creased with the decrease of aggregate volume fractions.

4. Conclusions

A modified micro-mechanics model was used to estimate the
effective elastic modulus of concrete in this paper. The estimating
equations for the effective bulk and shear moduli of concrete were
obtained using the equivalent model which was proposed on the
basis of self-consistent model. These equations can calculate the

effective elastic modulus of concrete with various initial aggregate
volume fractions, and can also account for the micro-structure
damage evolution of concrete by changing a volume fraction of in-
tact aggregates instead of a volume fraction of voids. Moreover, the
effective elastic modulus in any stage of the damage process can be
obtained using this new model. It was found that the concrete
modulus, in all cases, increases with the increase of aggregate vol-
ume fraction. However, the Poisson’s ratio decreases with the in-
crease of aggregate volume fraction.
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